Driver age, car mass and accident exposure--a synthesis of available data.
The tendency of younger drivers to be more likely than older drivers to drive smaller cars has been an important consideration in a number of prior investigations of the relation between car size and traffic safety. The purpose of the present study is to quantify this effect on a firmer basis than hitherto by fitting data from seven independent sources to a unified general model. More specifically, when the exposure measures "per unit distance of travel" or "per registered car" are used in studies of car mass effects on traffic safety, the exposure information often does not contain the variable driver age. This work develops a general procedure for disaggregating such exposure data into three driver (or owner) age categories; A1: 16-24; A2: 25-34; and A3: greater than or equal to 35 years. Data from the seven sources are fitted to the equation f(i,m) = Hi[1 + Gi(m/900-1)] where m is the car mass in kg, and f(i,m) is the fraction of cars of mass m which are driven (owned) by persons in the Ai (i = 1, 2, 3) age category. The form of this equation permits easy comparison of 900 and 1800 kg cars. Those particular masses that have been chosen for illustrative comparisons in earlier work. The seven sets of data are used to derive overall average values of the parameters Hi and Gi. The data from all seven sources show consistent effects which are summarized in one analytical expression which is well suited for use in future studies of car size effects because it reflects a synthesis of much prior data and it permits sensitivity analyses to be performed conveniently.